Molecular dynamics simulations were used to assess the transport of glutamate, water and ions (Na + and Cl − ) in a single wall carbon nanopore. The spatial profiles of Na + and Cl − ions are largely determined by the pore wall charges. Co-ions are repelled whereas the counterions are attracted by the pore charges, but this 'rule' breaks down when the water concentration is set to a level significantly below that in the physiological bulk solution. In such cases water is less able to counteract the ion-wall interactions (electrostatic or non-electrostatic), co-ions are layered near the counter-ions attracted by the wall charges and are thus layered as counter-ions. Glutamate is concentrated near the pore wall even at physiological water concentration, and irrespective of whether the pore wall is neutral or charged (positively or negatively), and its peak levels are up to 40 times above mean values. The glutamate is thus always layered as a counter-ion. Layering of water near the wall is independent of charges on the pore wall, but its peak levels near the wall are 'only' 6-8 times above the pore mean values. However, if the mean concentration of water is significantly below the level in the physiological bulk solution, its layering is enhanced, whereas its concentration in the pore center diminishes to very low levels. Reasons for such a 'paradoxical' behavior of molecules (glutamate and water) are that the non-electrostatic interactions are (except at very short distances) attractive, and electrostatic interactions (between the charged atoms of the glutamate or water and the pore wall) are also attractive overall. Repulsive interactions (between equally charged atoms) exist, and they order the molecules near the wall, whereas in the pore center the glutamate (and water) angles are largely randomly distributed, except in the presence of an external electric field. Diffusion of molecules and ions is complex. The translational diffusion is in general both inhomogeneous and anisotropic. Non-electrostatic interactions (ion-wall, glutamate-wall or water-wall) powerfully influence diffusion. In the neutral nanopore the effective axial diffusion constants of glutamate, water and Na + and Cl − ions are all b 10% of their values in the bulk, and the electrostatic interactions can reduce them further. Diffusion of molecules and ions is further reduced if the water concentration in the pore is low. Glutamate − is slowed more than water, and ions are reduced the most especially co-ions. In conclusion the interfacial interactions influence the spatial distribution of glutamate, water and ions, and regulate powerfully, in a complex manner and over a very wide range their transport through nanosize pores.
Introduction
The time courses of release of transmitter, peptide hormones and enzymes from individual secretory vesicles often vary over a wide scale. Release of catecholamines from PC-12 or chromaffin cells occurs within a fraction of a second, whereas the release of a variety of proteins, peptide hormones and enzymes is much slower [1] [2] [3] . Differences in association of proteins with the granule matrix are likely to be important but the granule re-sealing may be an additional factor [3] [4] [5] [6] . The transport of water, ions, transmitter and hormones, through a fusion pore is strongly influenced by the concentration gradients. The electric field may also make a contribution, and the intra-vesicular pressure can play a dominant role when the fusion pore dilates [7, 8] . The involvement of the interfacial Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 1768 (2007) 2319 -2341 www.elsevier.com/locate/bbamem interactions in the fusion pore (glutamate-wall and water-wall but also ion-wall interactions) in regulating the time course of release of various vesicular substances however, has not been explored in depth, and the mechanisms regulating the transport of water and ions, transmitter and hormones, through nanosize pores are still not completely understood. The time course of transmitter (or hormone) release however, is an important factor in determining the time course and amplitude of post-synaptic or amperometric events [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . The continuum theories based on Poisson-Nernst-Planck and Navier-Stokes equations provide critical insights into the mechanisms determining the transport of ions and fluid through micro-size and nano-size channels [8, 17, 18] , but the assumptions on which they are based may lose validity when the nanopore becomes very narrow [19] . Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, which are based on the interaction potentials between the individual atoms of the system, provide a more realistic assessment of the various physical processes involved than is made with continuum modeling methods. Several MD simulations of the transport of water and ions in a nano-pore have been reported recently [20] [21] [22] [23] and demonstrated that the ion and water concentration and velocity profiles are in several respects different from those predicted by the continuum simulations.
The transport of transmitter, water and ions in the nanopore is determined by their electrostatic (Coulomb) and non-electrostatic (Lennard-Jones) interactions with water molecules and atoms on the nanopore wall, but also the external electric field. Lennard-Jones (L-J) interactions, which include several distinct molecular interactions such as the van der Waals interactions, are considered as L-J potentials. The spatial distributions however, should also be influenced by the concentration of water in the nanopore. Water concentration will change following fusion pore opening, and water is highly polarizable, its relative dielectric constant is high, and any change of its concentration will significantly affect the electrical potential and field in the nanopore. Moreover, the interactions of water molecules with transmitter and ions together with the electrostatic interactions with the pore wall influence their layering near the pore wall.
In this study we analyze how the spatial profiles and orientation of glutamate − , water and Na + and Cl − ions in a single wall carbon nanopore, are influenced by the presence (and sign) of charges on the pore wall, pore radius, water concentration and the external electrical field along the pore axis. Since recent studies suggest that O − and H + atoms do not attach equally strongly to the pore wall with an opposite charge [24] , we evaluate in detail how the spatial profiles and ordering of water and glutamate − influence diffusion (translational and rotational). Understanding the transport of glutamate through nanosize pores is of considerable interest, because glutamate is the major excitatory synaptic transmitter in vertebrate central nervous system and therefore the agent is stored in, and released from vesicles all over the central nervous system; hence the importance of trying to understand the kinetics of its release, which determine the time course of excitation at countless synapses [25] . Fig. 1A, B gives the formula of the glutamate molecule and its threedimensional arrangement respectively, with red balls representing oxygen, white balls hydrogen and green balls nitrogen atoms. Carbon atoms are shown as blue balls, including those not attached to the oxygen or nitrogen atoms, which have one or two hydrogen atoms attached to them. Fig. 1C and F depicts the schematics of two single-wall carbon nanopore simulation systems used- (15, 15) or a 'narrow nanopore' (C) and (25, 25) or a 'wide nanopore' (F). In both cases the length of the nanopores was 3.94 nm. However, their radius was either 1.02 nm or 1.70 nm. Note that these are the radii to the centers of the carbon atoms of the pore wall. Given that the carbon atomic van der Waals radius is 0.17 nm the "axis-to-surface" radii (i.e. the radii that water and solutes would 'see') are 0.85 nm and 1.53 nm, respectively. This choice of pore radii was based on the conductance measurements in nerve terminals, which suggest that the radius of the fusion pore is 0.3 nm (small vesicles) and 1.0 nm (large dense core vesicles; 11). However, we take into account that the actual values should be greater, because these estimates are based on the assumption that the diffusion of ions is as in the bulk, and the diffusion of ions and molecules is slower and often much slower in the confined space ( [26] ; see below). Note also that the estimated simple diffusion from a small vesicle through 0.3 radius fusion pore would be too slow [11] . Finally, two pore sizes were chosen to gain an insight into how transport depends on the confinement. Each nanopore was placed in the simulation box and fixed in its center using harmonic restraints. The closest radial distance between the carbon nanopore and the simulation box was 2.0 nm, rendering the box size dependent on the radius of the nanopore examined. The dimensions of the simulation box were thus 6.04 nm×6.04 nm×3.94 nm ('narrow nanopore'), and 7.40 nm×7.40 nm× .94 nm ('wide nanopore'). Carbon nanopores were charged (though not always), and the discrete charges were placed evenly on individual carbon atoms along the circumference of the nanopore. There were 16 charged carbon atoms (4 rings with 4 charged carbon atoms per ring) on the 'narrow nanopore', and 24 charged carbon atoms (4 rings with 6 charged carbon atoms per ring) on the 'wide nanopore' yielding the surface charge density of 0.102 C/m 2 and 0.091 C/m 2 respectively, or as otherwise stated. These values are based on the previous estimates of the surface charge density of cell membranes [27, 28] and are also similar to those used in recent continuous simulations of glutamate, water and ion transport in nanosize pores [8] . Note however, that the charges on the pore wall will change as the pH in the pore changes, as is expected to occur when the fusion pore opens (intracellular and extracellular pHs are not generally the same). Moreover negatively charged lipids from the plasma membrane may migrate into the fusion pore. A single charge (i.e. one electron charge) on a carbon nanopore amounts to 0.0063 C/m 2 ('narrow nanopore') and 0.0038 C/m 2 ('wide nanopore'). Note that outside of the nanopore there are no ions or molecules in the simulation box. Finally, periodic boundary conditions were applied in all three directions, rendering the nanopore infinite in the axial direction. Fig. 1D and G gives the top view of two snapshots of the positively charged single wall carbon nanopore, enclosing water, glutamate − , Na + and Cl − ions-'narrow nanopore' (D) and 'wide nanopore' (G). The front views of the same two snapshots are shown in Fig. 1E and H.
Methods

Geometry, initial and boundary conditions
The nanopore was created first, and following its creation water molecules and glutamate − molecules were added randomly inside the nanopore (with at least 0.9 nm between glutamate − molecules and 0.8 nm between glutamate − and the nanopore wall). Finally, Na + and Cl − ions were added using Gromacs GENION tool (i.e. the ions were added at the positions of the most favorable electrostatic potential). The concentrations of all ions, water and glutamate in the nanopore were thus determined at the outset and did not change during the simulation. Note that one ion (or a molecule) amounts to 0.13 mol/l (narrow pore) or 0.047 mol/l (wide pore). In the 'narrow nanopore' there were 372, 372, 380 and 376 water molecules (amounting to 48.0, 48.0, 49.0 and 48.5 mol/l; neutral, polar, negatively and positively charged pore wall), 5 glutamate − molecules (amounting to 0.65 mol/l; irrespective of whether the wall was charged, polar or neutral), 10, 10, 22 and 5 Na + ions (amounting to 1.29, 1.29, 2.84 and 0.65 mol/l), and 15, 15, 1 and 16 Cl − ions (amounting to 1.94, 1.94, 0.13 and 2.06 mol/l; neutral, polar, negatively and positively charged pore wall in both cases). In the 'wide nanopore' there were 1042, 1042, 1030 and 1038 water molecules (or 48.5, 48.5, 48.0 and 48.3 mol/l), 5, 5, 5, and 5 glutamate − molecules (or 0.23, 0.23, 0.23 and 0.23 mol/l), 10, 10, 34 and 5 Na + ions (or 0.47, 0.47, 1.58 and 0.23 mol/l), and 15, 15, 5 and 24 Cl − ions (or 0.70, 0.70, 0.23 and 1.12 mol/l; neutral, polar, negatively and positively charged pore wall for molecules and ions).
Interactions and simulations
All simulations were carried out by GROMACS [29, 30] at constant temperature of 300 K, which was regulated using a Berendsen thermostat with a time constant of 0.1 ps. Standard type of force field, in which all inter-atomic interactions were expressed as a sum of the electrostatic and the Lennard-Jones potentials (given in the Table 1 ) were used. All interactions (ion-ion, ion-wall and ion-water) were calculated explicitly and various variables (concentration and velocity) were subsequently obtained from trajectories. Water was modeled by the SPC/E model and had atomic charges of − 0.8476e and 0.4238e on oxygen and hydrogen respectively [31] . The SETTLE algorithm was used to constrain the geometry of the water molecules [32] . The partial charges for the glutamate − molecules taken from the GROMACS amino acid database were as follows: N-0.129e, H-0.248e, C-0, 0.127e or 0.27e, O-0.635e − . The overall charge of glutamate molecules was − 1 [8] . The corresponding mass values were as , and its 3D arrangement (B). Schematic of the 'narrow nanopore' (C) and 'wide nanopore' (F) together with the simulation box. The water and glutamate − molecules and ions enclosed in the carbon nanopore are not shown to avoid crowding. Filled circles depict the charged carbon atoms of the nanopore. Top view of the snapshot of the simulated systems 3 ns into the simulation (D-'narrow nanopore'; G-'wide nanopore'). Front view of the snapshot of the simulated systems (E-'narrow nanopore'; H-'wide nanopore,). Positively charged single wall carbon nanopore encloses water, glutamate − and Na + and Cl − ions; the calibration bar is 1.0 nm. Red balls-oxygen; white balls-hydrogen; green balls-nitrogen; blue balls-carbon; yellow balls-chloride; purple balls-sodium. follows: N-14.0067, H-1.008, C-14.027, 13.019 or 12.011, O-15.9994. A cut-off radius of 1.0 nm was used to compute the Lennard-Jones potential. Electrostatic interactions were computed by using the particle-mesh Ewald method with a 1.0-nm cut-off and 0.15 nm reciprocal space gridding. The splines of order 4 with 1.0 × 10 − 5 tolerance were used for the analysis of long-range electrostatic interactions. The time step was 1 fs in a leapfrog scheme [33] . An 80-mV/nm constant external electric field along the pore axis ('axial electric field') was sometimes applied. The simulations lasted 10 ns; 2-3 ns were typically used for equilibration and the remaining 7-8 ns for statistics. The system was electrically neutral in all simulations (i.e. the total charge of ions, glutamate − and the pore wall charges was zero). The deviation from electro-neutrality appears to be negligible in narrow slit and cylindrical pores, even when they are very narrow [8, 34] .
Water and glutamate − angle
The water dipole is defined as the vector between the two OH bonds, pointing away from the oxygen atom, and the water-to-axis angle as the angle between the water dipole and the axis of the nanopore (Fig. 14A ). Glutamate − 'axis' is defined as the mid-line between two branches leading from 'central' carbon (carbon linked to the nitrogen atom), and connecting the carbon atoms attached to the oxygen atoms on both ends of the glutamate − molecule ( Fig. 14B ). Glutamate −to-axis angle is defined as the angle between the glutamate − axis and the axis of the nanopore. We also define the water-to-plane angle as the angle between the water dipole and the line connecting the water's oxygen atom and the pore center at the same axial height as the water molecule. The glutamate − -to-plane angle is defined as the angle between the glutamate − axis and the line connecting the center of mass of the glutamate − and the pore center at the same axial height as the glutamate − molecule. Finally, we also define the probability distribution of molecular angles (water-to-axis, water-to-plane, glutamate − -to-axis and glutamate − -to-plane) P j (θ) as:
Note that the probability for an angle is normalized by the following equation:
θ ranges from 0°to 180°. The normalization is needed to give a uniform distribution for a random orientation.
Effective axial diffusion constant, pore elapse time
The effective axial diffusion constants were calculated using the mean square displacement method as:
The broken brackets b.…N denote the ensemble average of the mean axial displacement of glutamate − (or water) molecules or Na + and Cl − ions. The equilibration time was 1-3 ns, and the diffusion constant was estimated from the mean-square displacement occurring in a 5-to 9-ns interval, and using a multiple origin method [35] . The separation step was 2 ps.
The pore elapse time was defined as the time needed for ions or molecules to move on average by 10 nm (i.e. pore length), assuming that the fluxes are governed only by diffusion. The pore elapse time (δt) was calculated using the standard diffusion equation, which relates δt, the mean diffusion length (δl; taken to be equal to the length of the fusion pore − 10 nm) and the effective axial diffusion constant (D; δl = (2D*dt) 1/2 ).
Results
3.1. Effect of nanopore confinement and pore wall charges on Na + , Cl − , water and glutamate-concentration profiles Fig. 2 depicts the concentration profiles of water, glutamate − , Na + and Cl − for a neutral, polar, positively and negatively charged nanopores (black, green, red and blue lines respectively), whose radii were either 1.02 nm ( (15, 15) or narrow nanopore; Fig. 2A -D) or 1.70 nm ( (25, 25) or wide nanopore; Fig. 2E -H). In this and in all subsequent figures zero indicates the center of the nanopore. Na + and Cl − concentrations are elevated near the wall of a neutral nanopore, and the concentrations profiles remained largely the same when the pore wall was changed to polar instead of neutral. When the nanopore wall charge is opposite in sign to the ion charge (i.e. when the ions are counter-ions) Na + or Cl − concentrations rise to higher levels, but are also more depressed in the channel center. The concentration does not decrease monotonically towards the pore center, and a second and often a third peak can be seen. In the pore center the concentration of counter-ions (Na + or Cl − ) is zero or near zero. Overall Na + peaks are higher near the negatively charged pore wall, than Cl − peaks near the wall of the equally, but positively charged pore wall. Moreover, Na + ions get closer to the wall. When Na + and Cl − are co-ions their concentration near the pore wall is depressed, but rises towards the pore center. The near-wall peak concentrations of both Na + and Cl − depend, though modestly on the radius of the nanopore, and are greater for the nanopore of the smaller radius.
The water concentration is also elevated near the wall of both neutral and polar pores, and peaks at levels that are approximately 6-8 times greater than the mean concentration. This layering effect is well known [36, 37] . The spatial profiles of water concentration are only marginally affected by changing the neutral to a polar pore, or by the charges on the pore wall ( Fig. 2A and E). Towards the pore center the water concentration decreases, but non-monotonically. In the narrow pore three peaks are prominent, and completely describe the concentration profile. In the wide pore two peaks are prominent and four are visible. In the center of a wide pore the concentration profile is flat as in the bulk solution. The inter-peak distances are 0.26 nm or 0.29 nm (narrow and wide pore respectively). The inter-peak distance is thus (though not greatly) shorter for narrow pores. Moreover, in the narrow pore it is also smaller (though only marginally) than the diameter of the water molecule (estimated to be 0.28 nm; 37), suggesting that the water molecules are not only layered but also ordered (see below). Unlike the concentration profiles of water, those of glutamate − depend on the pore size. They are also influenced by the pore wall charges, but also by having the pore wall polar instead of neutral. Nevertheless near the wall of a wide nanopore the glutamate − concentration peaks at levels that are up to 40 times greater than the mean pore concentration. In the center of the wide pore the glutamate − concentration is low, or near zero, but in the narrow pore its peak is close to the center ( Fig. 2E, F ).
In the narrow pore the mean water concentration was (mol/l): 48.5, 48.5, 48.0 and 49.0 (neutral, polar, negatively and positively charged pore respectively), whereas in the wide pore it was 48.5, 48.5, 48.0 and 48.3 mol/l (neutral, polar, negatively and positively charged pore respectively). Mean glutamate − concentration was 0.65 mol/l (narrow pore), whereas in the wide pore it was 0.23 mol/l. Mean Cl − concentration was (mol/l): 1.94, 1.94, 0.13, and 2.06 (narrow pore with neutral, polar, negatively or positively charged wall), 0.70, 0.70, 0.23 and 1.12 (wide pore with neutral, polar, negatively or positively charged wall). Mean Na + concentration (mol/l): 1.29, 1.29, 2.84 and 0.65 (narrow pore with neutral, polar, negatively or positively charged wall) and 0.47, 0.47, 1.58 and 0.23 (wide pore with neutral, polar, negatively or positively charged wall). The molecular and ionic positions are calculated as the center-ofmass positions. Narrow pore had 16 charges and wide pore 24 charges (positive or negative) on 4 rings, which corresponds to the charge density of 0.102 and 0.091 C/m 2 .
Given that the spatial profiles of ions and molecules result from the balance of their interactions with the carbon atoms on the wall (charged or not) and the water molecules in the pore, the profiles should change when the water concentration changes. Indeed they do as is discernible even from the visual evaluation of the snapshots of the nanopore (Fig. 3A, B ). Water spatial profiles change more than glutamate − profiles. If the mean water concentration is low (13.7 mol/l) its pore center concentration is almost zero, and the 'secondary peaks' disappear ( Fig. 3C ). Glutamate − profiles are largely un-affected ( Fig. 3D ), those of Cl − (counter-ion; Fig. 3E ) change only modestly, but 'secondary peak(s)' is/are reduced, whereas those of Na + (co-ion; Fig. 3F ) change significantly. When the water concentration is higher (40.4 mol/l), though still below the physiological bulk concentration, Na + is (as expected given that the pore wall is positively charged) concentrated in the pore center. Its profile is not flat, but has two peaks. However, when the water concentration is low Na + concentration peaks not only in the center, but also near the wall, and the peak near the wall is greater. This 'paradoxical' movement of Na + is not surprising. At low water concentrations Na + ions are attracted toward the wall probably due to the electrostatic attraction by Cl − and glutamate − (both negatively charged and layered near the positively charged wall), but also by the interactions (electrostatic and non-electrostatic) with water molecules (also layered near the wall). The movement of 'co-ions' towards the wall is not visible at higher water concentration due to their random movement, which disorganizes Cl − layering. Mean glutamate − , Cl − and Na + concentrations were (mol/l): 0.65, 1.29 and 0.39, whereas the mean water concentration was 13.7 (red lines) or 40.4 (blue lines). There were 24 positive half-charges on the carbon atoms (faint blue balls; A, B), resulting in a pore wall charge density of 0.077 C/m 2 . The molecular and ionic positions were calculated as the center-of-mass positions.
Effect of nanopore confinement on orientation of water and glutamate − molecules
In the pore center glutamate − and water molecules interact with other water molecules, whereas near the pore wall they interact with both water molecules and atoms on the pore wall. Given that water molecules move randomly while the atoms of the pore wall are 'fixed', such a difference of interactions should lead to different orientation of glutamate − and water molecules in the pore center and near the pore wall. Fig. 4A shows the probability distributions of the water -to-axis angle for three pore segments-'Pore Center' (0 b r b 0.3r pore ), 'In-between' (0.3r pore b r b 0.6r pore ) and 'Near Wall' (0.6r pore b r b 1.0r pore ) for the narrow neutral pore. Fig. 4F shows the equivalent distributions for the wide pore. These three volumes are however, defined differently-'Pore Center (0 b r b 0.6r pore ), 'In-between' (0.6r pore b r b 0.75r pore ) and 'Near Wall' (0.75r porer b 1.0r pore ). In the 'Pore Center' of the wide pore the probability of angle distributions is flat (i.e. there is no preferred orientation relative to the pore axis) indicating their random orientation, but if the pore is narrow ( Fig. 4A ) there is a preference (though a modest one) for two angles, one at 50°and another at 140 o (indicated by arrows). Irrespective of whether the pore is narrow or wide, near the wall the angle probability distributions of water molecules show a broad preference for two angles, one at 0°and another at 180°r epresenting a water dipole up and water dipole down orientations. The axial electrical field tilts the water molecules towards small angles ( Fig. 4B Near the wall the water to pore plane angle (see Methods) is centered about 90°for the neutral or polar pore, with and without the external electrical field and irrespective of whether they are narrow or wide. In the pore center two angles are preferred (65°and 180°) for a narrow pore, but no angle is preferred if the pore is wide. In the volume between the pore center and near the wall volumes the preferred angle is about 50°irrespective of whether the pore is narrow or wide ( The same interactions determine the angle of glutamate − molecules, but the outcome is somewhat different. Even in the center of the narrow neutral pore glutamate − molecules are not randomly distributed, but have two preferred angles relative to the pore axis (at ∼ 30°and at ∼ 110°; Fig. 6A ), but if the pore wall is polar the preferred angle is 110° (Fig. 6C ).
In the presence of axial electrical field the preferred angle is ∼150° (Fig. 6B ). If the narrow pore is negatively charged one angle (at ∼ 120°; Fig. 5D ) prevails, but if the pore is positively charged the most preferred angle occurs at ∼ 0°( Fig. 6E ). Near the wall of the narrow neutral pore the Fig. 2 . Concentration profiles of water are spatially non-uniform but independent of whether the pore is neutral, polar or charged (positively or negatively). In the narrow pore (A) the water profiles have three clearly distinguishable peaks. In the wide pore (E) two peaks are prominent, but in its center the concentration profile is flat. (B and F) Concentration profiles of glutamate − are also non-uniform, but are influenced by the charges on the pore wall, especially if the pore is narrow. Layering of Na + ions (C and G) and Cl − ions (D and H) is very pronounced, but the Na + concentration peaks near the negatively charged pore wall are higher and less sensitive to the pore diameter than the peaks of Cl − near the positively charged pore wall. Note that Na + gets closer to the wall than Cl − or water (see text). Abscissa indicates the radial distance. preferred angles occur ∼0°or ∼ 55° (Fig. 6A ). In the presence of axial electrical field the preferred angle is ∼ 120° (  Fig. 6C ). This changes to a wide distribution peaking at 0 o , 30°and 160°if the pore wall is polar ( Fig. 6B ). If the narrow pore is negatively charged no angles are strongly preferred (Fig. 6D ), and if it is positively charged the distribution peaks between 60°and 120° (Fig. 6E ). In the center of the wide neutral or polar pores glutamate − molecules are largely randomly distributed although there is a modest preference for two angles, one at 0°and another at 180°( Fig. 6F and H) .
In the presence of axial electrical field the preferred angles range between 90°and 180° (Fig. 6G ). If the charges are present however, the angle probability distribution changes.
Large angles (∼ 180°) become preferred with negative charging (Fig. 6I ), whereas no angle is preferred with positive charging (Fig. 6J ). Near the wall of the wide neutral or polar pores the preferred angle is 0°( Fig. 6F and H) , but in the presence of the axial electrical field the probability distribution of glutamate angles has two peaks, one at 0°, but also another one at 150° (Fig. 6G ). If the pore is negatively charged, the probability distribution has a broad peak around 90°and a peak near 180° (Fig. 6I ). If the pore is positively charged the probability distribution of angles has broad peak around 90° (Fig. 6J ).
The glutamate − is oriented 'perpendicular to the surface of the pore wall' irrespective of whether pore is narrow or wide, Fig. 3 . Water concentration in the nanopore alters the concentration profiles of molecules (glutamate − and water) and ions (Na + and Cl − ). (A, B) Two snapshots of the simulated systems 3 ns into the simulation are shown (A-'low water concentration'; B-'high water concentration'). Left panels are the top views and the right panels the front views. Atoms were colored as in Fig. 1 . (C) Near the wall water reaches high concentration, even when its mean pore concentration is low, and the higher its mean concentration the greater its concentration in the pore center but not near the wall. The concentration profile of glutamate − (D) is largely unaffected by the water concentration changes, that of Cl − (counter-ion; E) changes, but only modestly and only in the pore center, whereas that of Na + (co-ion; F) is strongly dependent. At high water concentration Na + ions are largely confined to the pore center, but at low water concentration they are attracted towards the Cl − , glutamate − and water (layered near the positively charged wall) (see text). The abscissa indicates the radial distance.
whether its wall is neutral, polar or charged and how it is charged, and the axial electrical field has also no effect ( Fig. 7 ; see insets of each panel and Methods). However, another glutamate − -to-wall angle (0°) is also visible near the wall of the narrow polar pore (Fig. 7C ).
Spatial profiles of water's hydrogen and oxygen atoms
In order to gain further insights into the water orientation in the nanopore we estimated the spatial profiles of its hydrogen and oxygen atoms ( Fig. 8 ). Overall the probability Fig. 4 . Ordering of water molecules in the nanopore. Near the wall of the neutral (A-'narrow' or F-'wide') nanopore water molecules have two preferred angles (0 o and 180 o ) relative to the pore axis. In the center of the wide nanopore the probability distribution of the water angles is flat (indicating the absence of water ordering), whereas two preferential angles (at 50 o and 130 o and indicated by arrows) are visible if the pore is narrow. Their position is unaffected by the pore charges, axial electric field or pore wall polarity (B, C and G, H). The axial electric field alters the tilt of water molecules anywhere in the narrow (B) or wide pores (G). Pore wall charges alter the ordering of water molecules near the pore wall irrespective of the pore radius, and in the center, but only if the pore is narrow (D, E and I, J). Water molecules near the pore wall belonged to the concentration peak (the largest) near the wall, those 'in-between' to the second peak and those in the 'pore center' to the third peak (the smallest; narrow pore), or were the molecules which did not belong to two prominent peaks ('wide pore; see text). The concentrations of Na + and Cl − ions and water and glutamate − molecules, pore radii and pore wall charge density were as in Fig. 2 . The orientation of water molecules near the pore wall is depicted in the schematics shown in the upper right corner of each panel. density functions of the H + atoms are twice as large as H + atoms owing to the 2:1 ratio of H/O in a water molecule. In the narrow pore the profiles of both H + and O − have three peaks located at similar distances from the pore center (Fig.   8A ). The height of the H + peak near the wall is almost the same as the O − peak, indicating that approximately half of the H + atoms are located as close to the pore wall as O atoms. If their relative distance is judged not by the distance Fig. 5 . Water-to-pore plane angle is centered about 90 o near the wall, if the pore is neutral (without or with the external electrical field; A, B-'narrow pore'; F, G-'wide pore') or polar (C-'narrow pore'; H-'wide pore'). In the center of the narrow pore two angles are preferred (near 65 o and near 180 o ), but there is no preferred angle if the pore is wide. In the volume between the pore center and near the wall volumes the preferred angle is about 50 o irrespective of whether the pore is narrow or wide. Negative charges on the wall shift the probability of the water-to-pore plane angles towards smaller angles but modestly (D -'narrow pore'; I-'wide pore'), whereas the positive charges shift the probability towards larger angles (E-'narrow pore'; J-'wide pore'). The idealized sketches shown in the upper right corner of each panel depict the water to the pore plane orientation near the pore wall.
of their centroids, but by the nearest distance between atoms and the wall, H + atoms get closer to the wall than O − atoms. However, some H + atoms are positioned at a very short distance from the wall, as indicated by a small region of H + atoms protruding toward the wall. Whereas the charges on the pore wall do not alter the peak size or their position they alter the small region of H + atoms protruding toward the wall. Negative charges enhance the region, while the positive charges reduce or eliminate it, in the narrow or wide pore. This is as expected based on electrostatic interactions (Fig.   Fig. 6 . Ordering of glutamate − molecules in the nanopore. (A) Even in the center of the narrow uncharged nanopore the glutamate − molecules are not randomly oriented relative to the pore axis, but near the wall the angle preference changes. (F) Near the wall of a wide neutral nanopore the preferred angle is 0 o , but in the pore center no angle is preferred indicating a random orientation of glutamate − molecules. (B, G) In the neutral nanopore the axial electric field tilts the glutamate − molecules towards larger angles in the center and near the wall. (C, H) Making the pore wall polar instead of neutral changes the ordering of glutamate − molecules, but only modestly. (D, E and H, I) Charges on the nanopore wall alter the tilt of glutamate − molecules near the wall, but interestingly also in the pore center. The orientation of glutamate − molecules to the pore axis near the pore wall is depicted in the schematics given in the upper right corner of each panel.
8E-F). The spatial profiles of H + and O − atoms in the wide pore are similar to those in the narrow pore, but only two peaks are prominent. Finally, the presence of the axial electric field does not alter the spatial profiles of either H + or O − atoms, in the narrow or wide pore (Fig. 8C, D) .
3.4. Effect of pore charges and axial electric field on translational and rotational diffusion of glutamate − and water Fig. 9 depicts the effect of confinement, polarity and charges on the pore wall on the translational diffusion of glutamate − Fig. 7 . The glutamate − is typically oriented perpendicular to the surface of the pore wall irrespective of whether pore is narrow (A-E) or wide (F-J), or whether the pore wall is neutral (A, F), polar (C, H) or charged (D, E and I, J), and the presence of the axial electrical field has no effect (B, G). Nevertheless another angle (0 o ) appears to be preferred near the wall of a narrow polar pore (C). The schematics shown in the upper right corner of each panel depict the orientation of glutamate − molecules to the pore plane near the pore wall.
(which characterizes how the molecules and ions are displaced with time). Based on the visual evaluation of the axial-radial trajectories of individual glutamate − molecules ( Fig. 9A-D) the radial diffusion is inhomogeneous (lower near the wall) irrespective of whether the pore wall is un-charged (neutral or polar) or charged (negatively or positively). Moreover, in uncharged pores the axial diffusion appears greater than radial diffusion suggesting anisotropy. Quantitative evaluation confirms the visual impression. The mean radial diffusion constant (averaged over all glutamate − molecules within a range of chosen pore radii; red circles) is indeed radius dependent, and in the un-charged (but less so in charged) pores the mean axial diffusion constant (also averaged over all glutamate − molecules within the same range of chosen pore radii; black circles) is clearly greater than the mean radial diffusion constant ( Fig. 9E-H) .
Water diffuses faster than glutamate − (Fig. 10 ). This is as expected for a smaller molecule [38] . It is difficult to judge by evaluating visually the axial-radial trajectories of individual water molecules whether the water diffusion is inhomogeneous or anisotropic (Fig. 10A-E) . However, as can be seen from the radius dependence of both the mean axial and mean radial diffusion constants, they are both radius dependent (i.e. inhomogeneous), and lower near the pore wall ( Fig. 10E-H) . Moreover, the mean axial diffusion constant is greater than mean radial diffusion constant across the pore radius demonstrating also the anisotropic nature of diffusion. Finally, near the wall of a charged pore the axial diffusion constant diminishes to a lower level when the pore is positive than when it is negative.
The rotational diffusion of glutamate − and water was also evaluated by determining how the angle of glutamate − and water molecules (relative to the pore axis) changes with time ( Fig. 11 ). Visual evaluation suggests that the glutamate − rotates Fig. 9 . Both the pore wall charges and confinement affect the translational diffusion of glutamate − , rendering it inhomogeneous and anisotropic. (A-D) Axial-radial trajectories of individual glutamate molecules suggest that, irrespective of whether the pore wall is un-charged (neutral or polar) or charged (negatively or positively), the radial diffusion is inhomogeneous (lower near the wall). In the un-charged pore diffusion is anisotropic (axial diffusion is greater than radial diffusion). Change of the line color shows the direction of movement (black-red-blue-green-purple), each color depicting the movement over a 1-ns time interval; the trajectory time step is 30 ps. (E-H) Radial diffusion constant (red circles) is indeed radius dependent, and in the un-charged (but less so in charged) pores the axial diffusion constant (black circles) is greater than radial diffusion constant. faster than water, and its rotation is reduced but only modestly by the charges on the pore wall. Fig. 12 shows the time course of the squared axial displacement of glutamate − (A, B) and water (C, D) in the wide or narrow pore, and with the neutral, polar or charged pore wall. Reducing the pore radius by 40% reduces dramatically the slopes of the squared axial displacement vs. time relationship of both glutamate − and water, indicating markedly lower effective axial diffusion constants and thus longer 'Pore Elapse Times' ( Table 2 ). The charges on the pore wall and its polarity also modulate the effective axial diffusion of both glutamate − and water. Whereas the effective axial diffusion of glutamate − was slower with a positively charged wall, irrespective of whether the pore was narrow or wide, if the pore was negatively charged or polar it was slower when the pore was wide but faster when it was narrow. The positive charges on the wall or polarity did not Fig. 10 . Water diffusion is inhomogeneous (the axial, but especially the radial diffusion are slower near the pore wall), and anisotropic (axial diffusion is faster than radial diffusion across the pore radius). (A-D) Axial-radial trajectories of individual water molecules. Change of the line color shows the direction of movement (black-red-blue-green-purple). Each color depicts the movement over a 1-ns time interval; the trajectory time step is 30 ps. (E-H) Radial dependence of the mean radial and mean axial diffusion constants. Note that in the positive pore the axial diffusion constant diminishes to a lower level near the wall than in the negative pore.
Effective axial diffusion of glutamate − and water
affect the effective diffusion of water if the pore is wide. However, positive charges slowed the axial diffusion in the narrow pore, while the polarity had no effect. The negative charge on the wall of the wide pore slowed the effective axial diffusion modestly, but made it significantly faster if it was narrow ( Table 2) . Fig. 13 gives the time course of the squared axial displacement of Na + (A, B) and Cl − (C, D), for the wide and narrow pore, whose wall was neutral, polar or charged (positively or negatively). The effective axial diffusion of ions (Na + and Cl − ) is also markedly slowed by a modest reduction of the pore radius. Moreover, and as observed with glutamate − and water molecules the effective axial diffusion of ions can also be modulated by the pore wall charges or its polarity. The effective axial diffusion of Na + was not however, significantly altered by the positive charges on the pore wall in a wide pore, but it was clearly reduced when the pore was narrow. In contrast, irrespective of whether the pore was narrow or wide, the effective axial diffusion was slower when the pore was negatively charged. Pore wall polarity however, led to faster axial diffusion of Na + when the pore was wide, and slower when it was narrow. In the wide pore the effective axial diffusion of Cl − was not greatly affected by either pore wall polarity or by the charges on the pore wall (positive or negative). In the narrow pore the effective axial diffusion of Cl − is slower in the presence of positive charges, but even more so of negative charges on the pore wall. Pore wall polarity however, appears to make the axial diffusion faster. Quantitative estimation of the changes of the effective axial diffusion constant confirms these conclusions ( Table 2) .
The effective axial diffusion constants in positively charged narrow pore were also estimated at two different water concentrations (13.7 mol/l and 40.4 mol/l), but with all other conditions (Na + , Cl − and glutamate − concentrations, as well as pore wall charge density) being the same ( Table 3 ). The diffusion constants of Na + , Cl − , glutamate − and water were all reduced as water concentration decreased, but not equally. Diffusion constant of water diminished modestly (18.6%), that of glutamate was more pronounced (31.6%), whereas the diffusion constants of Cl − and especially of Na + ions were reduced very significantly (89.9% and 99.3% respectively). As expected the pore elapse times increased and the increase was similarly unequal.
Vesicles also contain Ca 2+ that can be released through the pore following membrane fusion, but whether the presence of Ca 2+ in the fusion pore affects the transport of other ions or molecules is not well understood. The present MD simulations demonstrate that Ca 2+ can affect the transport of glutamate − and Fig. 12 . Effective axial diffusion of glutamate − and water molecules both strongly depend on the pore radius, and are both modulated by the pore wall charges. The slope of the squared axial displacement vs. time relationship of glutamate − is dramatically reduced when the pore radius diminishes by 40% (A-'wide pore'; B-'narrow pore'). Note also that in the narrow pore the positive charges reduce the effective axial diffusion of glutamate − whereas the negative charges increase it, whereas when the pore is wide both negative and positive charges reduce it. Overall uncharged but a polar pore wall reduces the effective axial diffusion when the pore is wide but increases it when it is narrow. (C, D) The slope of the squared axial displacement vs. time relationship of water is also greatly reduced when pore radius diminishes. In the wide pore negative (but not positive) pore wall charges reduce it further, whereas in the narrow pore the changes are inverted. Having a polar instead of neutral pore wall has essentially no effect. The mean concentrations of Na + and Cl − ions, and water and glutamate − molecules, and pore wall charge density were as in Fig. 2. water molecules and Cl − ions, but the effect is comparatively modest ( Table 4 ).
3.6. Model of glutamate − , water, Na + and Cl − layering and orienting in nanosize pore Fig. 14 summarizes how the interfacial interactions between the ions, water or glutamate − and pore wall determine their spatial concentration profiles and ordering with the wall of the carbon nanopore that was neutral, neutral with the axial electrical field or polar (C-E), charged (F-negatively or Gpositively). Generally both Na + and Cl − ions are attracted to the pore wall when counter-ions and repelled when they are co-ions. In contrast molecules (glutamate − and water) are always attracted to the pore wall, owing to the fact that although they may be neutral overall some atoms are positively and some negatively charged. As a result of such electrostatic interactions, near the wall both glutamate − and water molecules have 'preferred angles'. In the pore center where their interactions to other water molecules are predominant, both glutamate − and water molecules tend to be randomly oriented. Finally, the axial electric field tilts both glutamate − and water molecules and alters their preferred angles in the pore center and near the pore wall.
Discussion
Molecular dynamics evaluation of spatial distribution and transport of Na + and Cl − ions, water and glutamate − in nanosize pores
In order to gain better understanding of the processes regulating the release of vesicular content (transmitter, water, ions..) from the vesicle and their transport through the fusion pore we determined the spatial distributions of ions (Na + and Cl − ), water and glutamate − in single wall carbon nanopores of different radii, water concentration and axial electric field using the molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [34, 39, 40] . The pore wall was either uncharged (neutral or polar) or charged (positively or negatively). Evaluating the transport (ion or molecular) in polar pores (where partial half positive and half negative charges are alternated on all carbons) as well as neutral pores (no charges on carbon atoms) was felt as necessary because the polar pore may resemble more the fusion pore. The surface of the carbon nanotube (even in the presence of distributed charges) may be significantly more hydrophobic than the surface of the lipid headgroups (either alone or in combination with pore-lining proteins). MD simulations were chosen as they evaluate directly the details of the molecular process of the model system (i.e. the ion-ion, ion-water and ion-wall interactions), and provide a quantitative understanding of the various physical processes involved without relying on the many assumptions made in the continuum theory. These are important advantages considering that the interactions of ions or molecules, in charged water filled nanopore, are complex and include: a) electrostatic interactions with other ions and the charged wall of the nanopore, and b) non-electrostatic interactions described by the Lennard-Jones potentials typically obtained experimentally and whose validity can be verified by the comparison of the results of MD simulations with experimental findings [41, 42] .
Spatial profiles of Na + and Cl − ions, water and glutamate − molecules in carbon nanopores
The pore wall charges largely determine Na + and Cl − concentration profiles. As expected the co-ions are repulsed, Table 2 The effective axial diffusion constants (D axial ) and pore elapse times of molecules (glutamate − and water), and ions (Na + and Cl − ) strongly depend on the pore radius, but also on how the pore wall is charged D axial (×10 − 9 m 2 /s) narrow pore D axial (×10 − 9 m 2 /s) wide pore Charge density was 0.102 C/m 2 ('narrow' nanopore) and 0.091 C/m 2 ('wide' nanopore; see Methods). In narrow charged pores the estimates from two different simulations are shown for comparison. r pore = 1.02 nm ('narrow nanopore'); r pore = 1.70 nm ('wide nanopore').
whereas the counter-ions are attracted by the pore wall charges. In contrast whether the pore wall was polar or neutral made very little difference. The size of ions is another important factor. As observed with slit silicon pores [37] Na + ions, which are smaller, get closer to the wall and reach higher concentrations, although the magnitude of the pore wall charge is the same in both cases. Na + concentration near the nanopore wall is 10-30 times, and Cl − 7-15 times greater than the respective mean concentration. This is important because conventional continuum theories predict that the spatial concentration will be identical if the ions are simply replaced and the pore wall charge reversed [8, 17, 18] . Even without pore wall charges Na + and Cl − concentration profiles are non-uniform owing to the nonelectrostatic (Lennard-Jones) interactions, which are generally attractive. At very short distances, they are repulsive (due to short-range steric repulsion) and limit the distance between ions and the pore wall [20] .
The concentration profiles of molecules and ions depend differently on the pore wall charges. The profiles of water are as a rule maximal near the pore wall in general and the profiles remain essentially the same irrespective of whether the pore wall is neutral, polar or charged. The glutamate − profiles are also largely insensitive to the pore wall charges, but in narrow pores (those whose radius is comparable to glutamate − size) the glutamate profiles may become sensitive to both pore wall polarity and its charges. A general conclusion is that the pore charges influence more strongly the spatial profiles of ions, whereas their influence on the spatial profiles of molecules is more complex, not surprisingly because molecules typically have both negatively and positively charged atoms. Note however, that the discreteness of the spatial profiles of both ions and glutamate molecules in confinement is also linked with the properties of their hydration shell-the finite size of water molecule and presence or absence of the (single) hydration shell Fig. 13 . Effective axial diffusion of Na + and Cl − ions both slow greatly when pore radius diminishes by 40% ('wide pore'-r pore = 1.70 nm; 'narrow pore'-r pore = 1.02 nm). They are further modulated by the pore wall charges and pore wall polarity. Both positive and negative charges tend to reduce the effective axial diffusion of Na + , while the polar wall increases the axial diffusion of Na + in the wide pore but decreases it when the pore is narrow. (C, D) The slope of the squared axial displacement vs. time relationship of Cl − is also greatly reduced when the pore radius diminishes. Likewise the pore wall charges and polarity modulate the effective axial diffusion of Cl − . In the wide pore the effect of both the wall charges and polarity is modest. In the narrow pore the pore wall charges reduce the effective axial diffusion while its polarity increases it. The mean concentrations of Na + and Cl − ions, and water and glutamate − molecules, and pore wall charge density were as in Fig. 2. between the solute and the pore wall. Nevertheless the glutamate − concentration near the wall is at least 40 times above its mean concentration, whereas in the pore center it is close to zero. The glutamate − may thus in general be viewed as a counter-ion. The water concentration near the wall is 6-8 times greater than the mean concentration, but whether the water behaves as a counter-ion depends on its mean concentration. If the mean concentration is as physiologically (i.e. ∼ 55 mol/l), in the pore center the concentration is low but not zero, but if the mean concentration is significantly below the physiological level, it will be near zero in the center, and water will also behave as a counter-ion.
Changing the water concentration affects also the ionic spatial profiles. Although in general co-ions are repelled from the pore wall, and are concentrated in the middle of the pore, this 'rule' breaks down if the water concentration is low. Coion-water interactions diminish, and are less able to oppose the electrostatic interactions, and Na + (although a co-ion) is attracted to Cl − layered near the wall. Na + concentration is nevertheless lower, and Na + does not get as close as it would to a negatively charged wall. The spatial profiles of Cl − (counterion) and glutamate − do not change greatly if water concentration diminishes.
Ordering of glutamate − and water molecules in nanopore
The spatial profiles of water and to a lesser extent of glutamate − are strongly influenced by the non-electrostatic interactions of these molecules with the pore wall, but also by the network of H-bonds, which are predominantly electrostatic. The ordering of water and glutamate − molecules is also strongly influenced by their non-electrostatic but also by their electrostatic interactions with the pore wall, which is not surprising.
Water and glutamate − molecules, even when neutral overall, have positively and negatively charged atoms. Some atoms are thus attracted and others repelled by the pore wall, irrespective of the sign of charges on the pore wall. While such interactions may alter very little the overall distance of the water and glutamate − molecules from the wall (i.e. the centroid-to-wall distance), it will alter their angle. A positively charged wall attracts electrostatically oxygen atoms of glutamate − (whose charge is 0.64e − ) and repels the carbon atoms (whose charge may be 0.27e or 0.13e; some carbon atoms have no charge). The glutamate − molecule has four oxygen atoms on two opposite ends. A negatively charged nanopore attracts hydrogen atoms (whose charge is 0.25e), but also carbon atoms and nitrogen atoms (whose charge is 0.13e). There are three positively charged hydrogen atoms, one nitrogen atom and two carbon atoms (one with 0.27e charge and one with 0.13e charge). Given the spatially complex charge distribution of glutamate molecules and the size of the molecule relative to the pore radius, it is not surprising that: (a) near the wall, but also in the center of the charged (or uncharged) narrow pore the glutamate-to-axis angles are not randomly distributed and that their angle probability distributions have a broad peak or several peaks, and (b) the pore wall charges, as well as the axial electrical field, alter the probability distributions of the glutamate-to-axis angles throughout the pore. This study however, demonstrates that: (a) even when the radius of an uncharged pore is large ('wide pore') the probability distribution of glutamate-to-axis angles is not flat even in its center, and (b) pore wall charges (as well as the axial electric field) change the tilt of the glutamate molecules throughout the pore. Finally, note that even when the narrow and wide pores are similarly charged the probability distributions of glutamate-to-axis angles differ significantly, near the wall and in the pore center. The balance of electrostatic (and non-electrostatic) glutamate-water and glutamate-wall interactions is different in each case.
The orientation of the molecules relative to the pore axis, though an essential parameter, is alone not enough to describe the orientation relative to the pore surface. Molecule oriented normal to the pore axis can have any angle relative to the surface. The glutamate-to-wall angles have thus also been calculated since the orientation towards the pore surface is very important in understanding the nature of water-wall interactions and ordering. Irrespective of whether the pore is charged (positively or negatively), whether it is neutral or polar, what its The pore was narrow (r pore = 1.02 nm), positively charged with the charge density of 0.077 C/m 2 (or 24 half charges on the carbon atoms on the pore wall) and with the same concentration of Na + and Cl − ions and glutamate − molecules (0.39, 1.29 and 0.65 mol/l), but in one case the water concentration was low (13.7 mol/l) and in another high (40.4 mol/l).
radius is, or whether the glutamate − is near the wall or in the pore center its angle relative to the wall is close to 90 o . Ordering of water molecules can be understood following similar considerations. Water molecule is however, smaller and simpler. As a result near the wall of a wide or narrow pore two water-to-axis angles are preferred, one vertical up (0°) and one down (180°). In the center of the wide pore the probability distribution of water-to-axis angles is flat (i.e. there are no preferred angles), indicating that the formation of three-dimensional H-bonding with all orientations is possible. In the center of a narrow pore the probability distribution of water-to-axis angles is not flat, and two peaks located at approximately 40°and 140°are visible suggesting that one of the OH bonds is aligned with the vertical axis, and forms an H-bond with the upper or lower neighbor, whereas the other OH bond forms an H-bond with the water molecules in the 'In-between' layer (the concentration profiles of water in the narrow pore have three peaks since approximately three water molecules span the pore radially). The pore wall charges alter the probability distribution of water-toaxis angles near the wall, but not in the pore center, even when the pore is narrow. The axial external field however, tilts the water molecules, with one orientation becoming strongly preferred . The summary of the interfacial interactions in (C) neutral pore, (D) neutral pore with the axial electrical field, (E) polar pore (F) negatively charged pore, and (G) positively charged pore. Although a simplification, Na + and Cl − ions are shown as being attracted to the pore wall when they are counter-ions, but repelled when they are co-ions, whereas both water and glutamate − molecules are layered near the pore wall irrespective of whether the pore is charged and how it is charged. Moreover, near the wall both water and glutamate − molecules have 'preferred angles', which depend on the pore-wall charges, whereas in the pore center they are shown as randomly oriented. The axial field tilts both molecules and alters their preferred angles. Color choice for different atoms was as follows: oxygen-red; carbon-blue; nitrogen-green; hydrogenwhite; chloride-yellow; sodium-purple. especially in the pore center. As observed for the glutamate-towall angles the water-to-wall angles also tend to be near 90°but only near the wall, and only for uncharged (neutral or polar) pores. The water-to-plane angles are N 90°for positively charged pores, and b 90°decrease when the pores are negatively charged. In the center of a narrow pore the preferred water-to-plane angle is ∼60°, but there is no preferred angle if the pore is wide.
The ordering of water or glutamate − molecules directly influences their transport. We did not examine how the attachment of individual C + , H + and N + atoms of the glutamate molecule to the negatively charged pore contributes to the glutamate diffusion, but in such a case glutamate diffusion is faster than when O − atoms attach to the positively charged pore. O − atoms of water molecule also attach more strongly to the positively charged carbon atoms than H + atoms to the negatively charged carbon atoms on the pore wall, and as a result water diffusion is slower when pore wall is positively charged [24] . Note however, that the water ordering can also affect the transport of other molecules or ions indirectly, by altering the convective component of their flux. Finally, water ordering will reduce the relative dielectric constant of the water, since water molecules cannot reorient themselves in the presence of an electric field as they can in the bulk. Such changes will alter the electrostatics as well as ion and glutamate fluxes in the nanopore [8] .
Spatial profiles of water's hydrogen and oxygen atoms
The spatial profiles of water and those of water O − atoms are very similar, because the center of mass of water molecule is close to the centroid of O − atom. The spatial profiles of both H + and O − also have the same number of peaks, peaks are at similar positions and their heights are almost the same although the overall concentration distributions of H + atoms are twice as large as O − atoms owing to the 2:1 ratio of H/O in a water molecule. The valleys of H + profiles are much higher. In a narrow nanopore O − valleys are zero, whereas in the wide nanopore they are approximately half of H + valleys. Nevertheless there are differences between O − and H + profiles that exist. Some H + atoms get at a very short distance from the wall, and their position is strongly influenced by the pore wall charges. Overall the spatial profiles of water atoms tie well with the probability distributions of water angles and provide additional though limited insights into water ordering and the nature of wall-water interactions.
Translational and rotational diffusion of glutamate − and water molecules
Diffusion of glutamate − in a nanopore is not simple. Based on the axial-radial trajectory plots and radial dependence of the diffusion constants of glutamate − in the neutral wide nanopore the translational radial diffusion is clearly inhomogeneous (faster in the pore center than near the wall), and the axial diffusion appears also to be inhomogeneous. This is not surprising. In the pore center glutamate − molecules interact with water molecules, whereas near the wall they interact with fixed carbon atoms on the pore wall. The diffusion near the wall is slower in the radial than in the axial direction (i.e. it is anisotropic). The radial diffusion is not affected and the axial diffusion of glutamate − is but only to a limited extent by the pore wall becoming polar instead of being neutral. Pore wall charges slow the axial diffusion of glutamate − rendering it more inhomogeneous, but less anisotropic, as radial and axial diffusion become more similar. The radial, but also the axial diffusion of water is faster than that of glutamate − (as is expected for a smaller molecule; 38). The axial diffusion is inhomogeneous, and the radial diffusion is even more so. The anisotropy of the diffusion of water is also clear. Irrespective of the distance from the pore wall, but especially near the wall, the axial diffusion is faster than radial diffusion. Making the pore wall polar instead of neutral does not alter either the axial or radial diffusion, and the negatively charged wall makes also very little difference. However, if the pore wall is positively charged the axial diffusion is significantly reduced near the wall. Finally, this study suggests that the rotational diffusion of glutamate − and water are not very inhomogeneous, and neither the pore wall polarity, or its charging alter the putative inhomogeneity greatly.
Given that our main interest is the transport and extrusion of transmitter, water and ions through the nano-size pores, we focused on the evaluation of the effective axial diffusion constants of Na + and Cl − ions, water and glutamate − . Diffusion constant of glutamine in bulk solution at 25°C is (×10 − 9 m 2 /s): 0.76 [43] , of water 2.1 (at 20°C), of Na + 1.33 and of Cl − 1.96 [44] . If we assume that the diffusion constant for glutamate − is the same as for the glutamine, and taking Q 10 for diffusion to be 1.3 [44] in our simulations (300°K or 27°C) the diffusion constants are calculated to be (×10 − 9 m 2 /s): 0.80 (glutamate − ), 2.52 (water) 1.40 (Na + ) and 2.06 (Cl − ). Even in a wide pore the effective axial diffusion constants are clearly lower than in the bulk, but a comparatively modest (40%) reduction of the nanopore radius slows greatly axial diffusion of ions (Na + and Cl − ) and molecules (glutamate − and water; Table 2 ).
Pore wall charges affect the transport of molecules (glutamate − and water) or ions (Na + and Cl − ) through carbon nanopore, but the effect is complex. The effective axial diffusion constant of water was significantly lower in a positively charged than in a negatively charged nanopore, in agreement with a recent report from a slit silicon nanopore [24] . The asymmetry is probably due to the difference of 'attachment force' (the difference between water-wall interactions holding the water molecule near the pore wall and water-water interactions moving it away from the wall). An O − atom of the water molecule attaches more strongly to the positively charged wall, than a H + atom to the negatively charged wall. The asymmetry is much greater in a narrow pore, when a larger fraction of water molecules gets in contact with the wall. No significant changes of the effective diffusion constant of water are observed when pore wall becomes polar instead of neutral.
The effective axial diffusion of glutamate − is also asymmetric (slower in a positively than negatively charged nanopore), with asymmetry rising when the pore becomes narrower. Negatively charged O − atoms are attached more strongly to the positive wall charges than positively charged H + , C + and N + atoms to negative charges. Even in a wide nanopore the wall charges reduce the effective axial diffusion constant of glutamate − although not that of water. In a narrow charged pore the effective axial diffusion constant of glutamate − changes more than that of water. A glutamate − molecule is larger, thus more likely to be closer to the wall, and has several positive or negative charges. Changing the pore wall to polar instead of neutral leads to complex changes of the effective diffusion constant of glutamate − , and the extent of change is greater if the pore is narrow. In the negatively charged pore the effective axial diffusion constant of both water and glutamate − is higher than in the neutral nanopore. This is puzzling, but may be due to the complex composition of the solution in the pore, which contains water, glutamate − and Na + and Cl − ions. In a negatively charged nanopore Na + ions get very close to the pore wall, become highly concentrated and significantly screen the charges on the wall [23] , limiting the ability of water and glutamate − molecules to get close to the wall, reducing their interfacial (electrostatic and non-electrostatic) interactions with the wall and enhancing their effective axial diffusion constants.
Effective axial diffusion of Na + and Cl − ions
Even in a wide and neutral pore the effective axial diffusion constant of Na + and Cl − ions is significantly lower than in bulk, but if the pore radius is reduced by 40% the diffusion constant is further reduced by N 90%. This agrees well with previous reports in model channels [26] and in synthetic nanopores [42] that the diffusion constant of ions decreases greatly with confinement. Note also that changing the pore wall to being polar instead of being neutral leads to complex changes. The effective diffusion constant of Na + decreases if the pore is narrow but rises if it is wide. In contrast the effective diffusion constant of Cl − is unaffected if the pore is narrow but diminishes if it is wide. Such complex changes may be due to the fact that the diffusion of ions may be directly slowed down by the nonelectrostatic ion-pore wall interactions, but also indirectly-due to the greater fluid viscosity, which are also caused by the nonelectrostatic interactions ([24]; see above). Finally, it should be emphasized that the estimates of the effective diffusion constants of both the molecules (water and glutamate) and ions (Na + and Cl − ) were made with the pore water concentration that was below the physiological level (∼ 48 mol/l instead 55 mol/l). Since this increases their layering near the pore wall, it reduces their effective axial diffusion constant and renders them much more sensitive to the changes of pore radius. 4.7. Effect of water concentration and Ca 2+ on effective axial diffusion of Na + and Cl − ions, water and glutamate − Given that the water is much more layered near the pore wall (and thus more immobilized) when the water concentration in the pore is lower, the effective diffusion constants of ions and glutamate − , but also of the water itself should also be lower, and that is indeed the case, but the decrease is unequal. Water diffusion was slowed modestly, glutamate − diffusion was slowed more, but the greatest effect was on the diffusion of ions. Na + was slowed more than Cl − , and this is as expected because Cl − is attached to the positive fixed charges on the pore wall, whereas Na + is only attracted to the Cl − ions layered near the wall. Disturbance by the diffusing water molecules, even when only marginally greater, can have a more significant effect on Na + ions, because they are only weakly attracted to Cl − layer. How the presence of Ca 2+ in the pore affects the transport of ions and molecules was also evaluated, because Ca 2+ is released from the vesicle following its opening. We did not explore in detail how Ca 2+ in the pore affects the transport of ions and molecules, but it is clear that the effect is not very pronounced.
Conclusion
When the pore is of nanosize dimensions, the interfacial interactions play an important role in determining the spatial profiles of ions, water and glutamate − , which differ from those expected on the basis of classical continuum theories. Pronounced layering of water and glutamate − molecules caused by the interfacial interactions is due to the fact that the confinement and pore concavity leads to a very high surface-to-volume ratio, where a significant fraction of molecules is near the pore wall. The contribution of interfacial interactions rises further, when the solvent packing diminishes (as probably occurs physiologically following fusion pore opening) when ion-water (or glutamate-water) interactions are less able to counter-balance ion-wall and glutamate-wall interactions. The electrostatic ion-wall interactions largely determine the layering of ions near the wall, although the nonelectrostatic ion-wall interactions restrict the minimal distance and the ion-water interactions (electrostatic and non-electrostatic) influence the position of the concentration peak. Same forces influence the layering of water and glutamate − molecules, but their layering is less altered if the charges on the pore wall change. The interfacial interactions also order water and glutamate − near the wall, whereas in the pore center water (but not glutamate − ) is typically oriented randomly, except in the presence of axial electrical field. Future studies will reveal how much the layering and ordering of water molecules alters its dielectric properties and viscosity. It is clear however, that the translational diffusion of glutamate − , water and ions changes, and becomes both anisotropic and inhomogeneous. Even in the wide neutral pore such interactions slow the effective axial diffusion, and the effect increases greatly when pore becomes narrower and charged, or when the water concentration in the pore diminishes. In conclusion the interfacial interactions exercise a powerful control and alter the transport of ions, water and glutamate − in nano-size pores in ways not predicted by the classical continuum theories.
